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About OSF-SA

A BRIEF HISTORY
The Open Society Foundation for South Africa (OSF-SA) was established
in 1993, in a moment of political transition. As South Africa prepared
for its first democratic elections, George Soros, Dr Frederik van Zyl
Slabbert, Aryeh Neier and Prof Mike Savage together with Dr Sue van
der Merwe and others, started OSF-SA in Cape Town.
OSF-SA has always been agile, adaptable, and

clean and safe environment, and housing. Since

shaped by the needs of the society in which it

inception, OSF-SA has also supported state and

operated. Since 1993, OSF-SA has grown with

civil society efforts to give all South Africans

South Africa’s democracy, shifting its approach

equal access to the protections of the law and to

when the times demanded it.

promote freedom of expression.

In the early 1990s, OSF-SA focused on supporting

Today, many of the projects and organisations we

civil society and the government to build a new

support focus on protecting the constitutional

democracy, and on helping to establish and

rights of marginalised groups, including refugees,

upskill South Africa’s community media sector.

sex workers, and LGBTQIA+ communities, and
on promoting transparency and accountability in

Over the years, groups funded by OSF-SA have

the state and private sectors. We are committed

led the way in holding the state accountable for

to these aims and to continuing to work in

realising the rights promised by South Africa’s

South Africa as a responsible and agile donor

progressive Constitution – including the right

responding to the needs of our grantees and the

to education, non-discrimination, healthcare, a

communities they serve.
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Letter from the Chairperson

A YEAR OF TRANSITION
I have been a Board
member of OSF-SA
since June 2016, and
I write this report
as the eighth Board
Chair. However,
my history with the
organisation started
many years ago, back
in the early ’80s when
I was one of the first
recipients of George
Soros’s Karl Popper
Bursaries to study at
UCT. I know first-hand
the importance of
investments made by
OSF and OSF-SA, and
how these can change
the trajectories of lives
and countries.

In 2019, I took over as Board Chairperson from Yasmin Carrim
who had led the Board of OSF-SA for two years. My sincere
thanks go to Yasmin for her calm and steadfast leadership.
Mr Nkateko Nyoka took over from me as Deputy Chair of the
Board, and has been a fantastic support to me, the Board
and staff of OSF-SA. In addition, we welcomed two new
members, namely Fazela Mahomed and Songezo Zibi, who
bring a wealth of experience and new perspectives to the
Board.
Last year, OSF-SA marked 25 years of working in South
Africa. This was not only a time of celebration of the work
that had been done, but a time of imagining and strategising
around the work that could and must be done in the future.
Change is an opportunity for renewed hope.
With the election of President Cyril Ramaphosa in February
2018, we indeed witnessed the emergence of hope that our
country could recover from a decade of institutionalised
corruption and maladministration, known in South Africa as
‘state capture.’
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As political analyst and writer
Rebecca Solnit writes in Hope
in the Darkness: “Hope locates
itself in the premises that we

At OSF-SA we know that the only constant
is change, thus adaptability and agility are
part of our ongoing strategy.

don’t know what will happen

and OSF-SA has been privileged to work with many grantees

and that in the spaciousness of

doing exactly that. We have also witnessed promising steps to

uncertainty is room to act. When

investigating state capture and towards holding those responsible

you recognize uncertainty, you

for it and other forms of corruption to account.

recognize that you may be able
to influence the outcomes – you

Internally, this year also saw a leadership change for us at OSF-SA.

alone or you in concert with

Fatima Hassan stepped down as director at the end of June 2019

a few dozen or several million

after six years at the helm of OSF-SA. Fatima’s incredible work ethic,

others.”

attention to detail and vision will be missed, and we wish her well in
all her new endeavours.

Indeed, it was in this space
of uncertainty and optimism

We were excited to appoint Bulelwa Ngewana as the new Executive

that OSF-SA and its partners

Director as of 1 November 2019. Bulelwa brings a wealth of talent,

entered 2019. Building on

experience, and passion to this role. She has more than 20 years’

the suggestions from our

experience in the sector at senior leadership and executive level

2018 Impact Assessment, we

and we look forward to working with her in deepening our support

recommitted to our values and

for civil society in pursuit of greater social justice and democracy in

responded to the needs of the

South Africa. The transition has been a smooth one, and for this we

country as they stood. The work

have to thank the staff who stepped in to assist above and beyond

of our grantees in 2019 was

their ordinary roles, particularly Milly Pekeur-Potgieter who stepped

instrumental in safeguarding

in as acting ED for a few months before Bulelwa assumed her role.

the state, protecting freedom
of expression and access to

At OSF-SA we know that the only constant is change, thus

information, advancing access

adaptability and agility are part of our ongoing strategy. We also

to justice and equality, and

know that change, even when it looks promising, does not mean

undertaking research and

that we should become complacent. Instead, it is an opportunity to

advocacy that shone the light

recommit to the values of an open society and to ensure that our

into dark places.

support is directed towards organisations that share that
commitment.

In 2019, South Africa
remained plagued by poverty,

I would like to thank my fellow Board Members, the staff of OSF-SA,

inequality, and unemployment,

and all our grantees for keeping hope on our agenda in this time of

exacerbated by a contracting

change.

economy and the collapse of
many state-owned enterprises.

Mary-Jane Morifi

These long-term issues require

Board Chairperson

long-term focus and solutions,

OSF-SA
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Letter from the Executive Director

NEW BEGINNINGS
It is a pleasure and honour to be writing my first Annual Report letter as
Executive Director of OSF-SA. I am immensely proud to be appointed to
this role at this time, when the work of the Foundation and the need for
a vibrant and strong civil society sector has never been more important
globally and here in South Africa.
This year saw South Africa hold its sixth General

Although the ruling party maintained its majority

Election since 1994. During the year, OSF-SA

in the election results, it was reduced significantly

funded projects specific to the elections. The

to less than 58 percent of the vote. Divisions within

focus of these projects included holding relevant

the ruling party and the weakening of opposition

stakeholders to account; creating credible

parties and state accountability pose a threat to

research and public information; and hosting

democracy, as do the new threats of the digital

stakeholder sessions to ensure that the public

age – voter interference, manipulation, and foreign

was well-informed. Reduced rates of public trust

influence. We also saw worrying examples of

in the institutions of our democracy and reduced

populist and xenophobic rhetoric during electoral

support for democracy itself amongst the public

campaigning. Times of political transition require

make clear that the work of OSF-SA grantees

vigilance and dedication from civil society and the

remains as vital now as it was when our doors

media, and OSF-SA was proud to support grantees

opened in 1993, on the eve of the first democratic

in their efforts to increase access to quality

elections.

information, and to hold the state accountable.
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Times of political transition require vigilance and dedication from civil
society and the media, and OSF-SA was proud to support grantees in
their efforts to increase access to quality information, and to hold the
state accountable.

South African democracy and the constitutional

deep networks of patronage and criminality go

promises of equality of rights and access

and to ensuring that those who have abused

continue to be threatened by corruption,

their power are held accountable. We salute our

unemployment, poverty, and inequality. Poverty

grantees working in this terrain and are grateful

remains intergenerational, with data published

for the work they will continue to do in ensuring

by Statistics South Africa this year showing that

that state institutions are rebuilt stronger.

once children enter the labour market, nine out
of ten from the poorest families still occupy the

An issue that has plagued South Africa for many

same place in the earnings distribution as their

years is the issue of gender-based violence

parents. The state remains weakened as a result

(GBV). Violence at home, in public, on their way

of corruption and state capture, and the collapse

to work, at school, and in institutions of power

of our state-owned enterprises continues to blight

is normalised and tolerated, and the criminal

public performance. Oversight bodies such as

justice institutions tasked with responding to GBV

Parliament and the Chapter 9 institutions have not

rarely provide the justice that survivors deserve.

formed a balance to executive power and thus our

Following the mass marches by feminist activists

support for civil society, media, and grassroots

in 2018, OSF-SA saw fit to investigate how we

organising is increasingly important. This year

could be a part of strengthening the anti-GBV

saw our first cohort of Investigative Journalism

sector, and in sustaining movements to end the

fellows start their journeys at the University of the

violence. The normalisation and ordinariness of

Witwatersrand and Rhodes. Our media partners

the daily threat and experience of violence that

remain vital to our work.

women and children in South Africa face was
brought to the fore again in 2019 when a young

Still, this year saw glimmers of hope. Since the

woman, Uyinene Mrwetyana, was murdered trying

2019 elections, the President has made multiple

to collect a package at a post office. At OSF-SA

commitments to more accountable political

we stand against violence, against accepting

leadership, good governance, and rooting out

it as normal, and our work in this regard in the

corruption. New leadership has been appointed

future will seek to build strong movements to

at key state institutions and will begin the

respond, address, and end it. In November 2019,

task of rebuilding. Several inquiries into past

we held a colloquium with civil society partners

corruption and mismanagement, not least of all

to discuss violence against women and children.

the Commission of Inquiry into State Capture,

This gathering helped to excavate issues faced

Corruption, and Fraud in the Public Sector and

by survivors and the organisations that serve

Organs of the State (The Zondo Commission),

them and will help inform our interventions in this

are important for the country to understand how

sector.
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I took up my position at the tail-end of 2019, awed
by the work that had already been done. I am
grateful to the staff and Board for supporting me
during the leadership transition and for making
it a very smooth landing. In particular, I must
thank the outgoing ED, Fatima Hassan, for her
work at OSF-SA from 2013 that helped to shape it
into the organisation I work with today. I am also
thankful to Milly Pekeur-Potgieter, who served as
the acting ED after Fatima’s departure in June.

I believe that we need a strong civil society

In addition to her acting role, once I joined the

and informed and engaged citizens to oversee

Foundation, Milly has been an integral part of my

public and private sector leadership, to defend

induction into OSF-SA.

constitutionalism, and to deepen and strengthen
our democracy. The work of OSF-SA in 2019

This has also been a year of staff transitions

saw our grantees achieve these ideals, and I

with many new staff joining the OSF-SA team

look forward to continuing to work with them in

to support our work in key areas. We welcomed

2020 and beyond to ensure South Africa’s social

Nomathamsanqa Mjila, Amanda Sibeko, Martha

and economic recovery results in a deepened

Hungwe and Andrea Fortuin. We also bid goodbye

democracy that sets South Africa on a new path

to some of our team members, including

towards a more equal, open and resilient South

Seadimo Tlale, Alan Wallis, Khanyisile Ntsenge

Africa, rooted within a prosperous and peaceful

and Govonne Moss, who departed OSF-SA earlier

Africa.

in 2019. We wish them all the best in their future
endeavours and thank them for their contribution.

Bulelwa Ngewana
Executive Director

I am very thankful to be supported by a strong

OSF-SA

Board as I embark on my journey with OSF-SA. I
am particularly grateful to Board Chair, Mary-Jane
Morifi, who has been a font of information and
support as I acclimatise to the Foundation.
Deputy Chair, Nkateko Nyoka is also instructive
and supportive. I join Mary-Jane in welcoming
Fazela Mahomed and Songezo Zibi to the OSF-SA
Board. I look forward to working with them to set
the strategic objectives of the foundation for the
next few years.
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OSF-SA
PROGRAMMES SUMMARY
The main goal of OSF-SA is to protect the pillars of South Africa’s
democracy. This we do by serving as a convenor, grant maker,
researcher, and advocate. These roles cut across all our programmes.
OSF’s three-pillar strategy focuses on an independent judiciary, resilient
civil society, and an independent media.
Our work is aligned to three programmatic areas. These are the Information, Expression and
Accountability (IEA) programme; the Justice, Equality and Rights (JER) programme; and the Research
and Advocacy Unit (RAU).

Information, Expression
and Accountability (IEA)
The IEA programme focuses on
four areas of work, namely, the
free flow of information, freedom of expression,
holding the private sector to account, and
promoting a transparent public sector.

Justice, Equality and Rights
(JER)

framework to focus on the unmet justice
needs of marginalised people and those
living in poverty. The South African LENS
pilot is part of a larger international one,
with global and country objectives. In South
Africa, the LENS objectives are to contribute
to the institutionalisation and sustainability of
community justice initiatives.

The goal of the JER programme is

The Research and Advocacy
Unit (RAU)

to promote equal access to justice

RAU is responsible for OSF-SA’s

and to support a vibrant and transformed civil

more experimental and innovative

society to help realise the socio-economic rights

work and employs a high agency approach

of poor and marginalised groups. In addition to

to conceptualise and initiate interventions to

focusing on access to justice for marginalised

achieve specific strategic objectives. During 2019,

groups, the work of JER focuses on prosecutorial

the work of the unit focused on four portfolios:

reform, the promotion of universal healthcare and

the extractives sector, violence against women

the universal right to basic education as well as

and children, transparency and accountability,

promoting an enabling environment for a vibrant

and social auditing.

and active civil society.

The Legal Empowerment
Network Strategy (LENS) is
located within JER. This pilot
programme provides a policy

The Grants Support
Unit (GSU)
GSU is responsible for
administering all grants approved
and issued by OSF-SA.
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INFORMATION, EXPRESSION
& ACCOUNTABILITY (IEA)
In 2019, the IEA programme sought to continue to protect the
free flow of information and enjoyment of the right to freedom of
expression, as well as to promote a transparent and accountable
public sector and private sector, and the incorporation of human
rights into their activities.
The strategy for the year has focused on six key areas,
which are:
•

Promoting access to publicly and privately held information
in the realisation of constitutional rights,

•

Effective oversight of public power and political parties
through stronger civil participation,

•

Promoting the legal and substantive right to freedom of
expression,

•

Effective oversight of the functioning of and appointments to
institutions supporting democracy,

•

Strengthening public interest media, and

•

Effective oversight of private power to ensure accountability
and transparency.

In 2019, IEA awarded grants to 24 grantees to the value of
R30 410 000.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
Commemorative
Scholarships and
Fellowships – This year saw
our 20 OSF Commemorative
Scholarship recipients begin
their studies at institutions
around the country. Our
OSF Democracy Fellows – Dr
Sithembile Mbete, Lukhona
Mnguni, Tasneem Essop,
Nompumelelo Runji, and
Naledi Modise – hosted
by the Democracy Works
Foundation, began their work
and research on the 2019
Elections. In addition, in early
2019 we held a reception to
welcome and honour our five
inaugural OSF Investigative
10
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Journalism Fellows – Chris
Gilili, Simthandile Ntobela,
Sibogakonke Mama, Mosibusi
Ratlebjane, and Gemma
Ritchie. These fellows
received formal investigative
journalism training and an
internship at an investigative
journalism unit in South
Africa during 2019. This is a
three-year programme and by
the end of the programme 15
fellows will have benefited.

Human Rights Defenders
Fund – Human rights
defenders fighting for their
rights in their communities
are experiencing violence,
intimidation, stigmatisation,
unjustified arrests, and
detention in relation to
their activism. In May, in
collaboration with the Human
Rights Initiative (HRI) in
London, OSF-SA supported
a Human Rights Defenders
(HRD) Fund Roundtable in
Johannesburg. Our grantee,
Centre for Environmental
Rights, hosted the event
and invited more than 40
activists and organisations
from South Africa, the region,
and Latin America, to share
experiences and explore how

2019 ELECTIONS PROJECT
Since inception, OSF-SA has supported projects that have
promoted elections monitoring and analysis, information
sharing and public participation, and quality media
coverage of elections. 2019 saw South Africa host its sixth
National and Provincial Elections since 1994.
The primary objective of the Elections Project was to
support novel interventions that would ensure that voters
are informed, empowered and know that their vote is a
right to participate in South Africa’s democracy, question
those who seek to govern South Africa, and demand that
political parties and state institutions conduct free and fair
elections.
We supported projects to undertake media monitoring,
social media monitoring, oversight campaigns, election
monitoring, and observing electoral violence. In addition,
we supported projects that undertook research and
information generation to promote the production of quality
information and to reduce the chances of misinformation.
In mid-January 2019, the IEA programme hosted an OSFSA Elections Partners meeting that brought together over
20 grantees with a view to sharing work and fostering
greater collaboration. The event also provided a fantastic
opportunity for civil society and our media partners
to engage with the CEO of the Independent Electoral
Commission and the Electoral Court. OSF-SA increased its
support from eight elections-specific projects to eleven.
In February, we met in partnership with the KwaZulu-Natal
Christian Council (KZNCC), bringing together civil society
partners and faith-based organisations from across the
country to discuss monitoring and readiness plans.

a HRD Fund could support
11
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activists. The event allowed activists to detail
their experiences and set out suggestions for
the best way a fund could support the sector.
This fund begun operating towards the end of
the year and provides legal support, extended

The work of OSF-SA grantees in
the extractives sector is probably
more important than ever.

support to community defenders at risk,
psychosocial and wellness support, training
on risk management and mapping threats,
digital security training and accompaniment,
medical support, support to defenders whose

IEA SPENDING BY SECTOR

property is damaged as a result of their
activism, and physical protection.
3%

Extractives – 2019 showed that the work of
OSF-SA grantees – including the Centre for
Environmental Rights, the Centre for Applied

26%

Legal Studies, the Land and Accountability

33%

Research Centre, the Right2Protest Project,
the African Centre for Migration and Society,
and Corruption Watch – is probably more
important now than ever. Nuclear energy and
fossil fuels were put back on the agenda,
and the extractives industries has a proven

25%

13%

history of unscrupulous business practices,
large-scale human rights abuses, intimidation
of activists, and massive climate change

Media

damage. The pushback from this sector,

Private Sector Accountability, Enviromental Rights

including the oil and gas industries, and the

Public Sector Accountability

denialism of the damage it is inflicting, or

Enviromental Rights Extractive Sector

the profits it is hiding, means that OSF-SA’s

Special Programmes

grantees will have greater responsibility
under the direction taken by the current
government’s attitudes to extractives.
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JUSTICE, EQUALITY
AND RIGHTS (JER)
2019 has been a busy year for the JER programme, awarding grants
to 23 grantees to the value of R38 675 000.
Our programme sought to promote equal access to responsive and independent justice
mechanisms, and to support the realisation of socio-economic rights through a vibrant and
transformed civil society, with a focus on supporting people living in poverty and marginalised
groups.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
Prosecutorial accountability – In 2019, we

National Health Insurance (NHI) – We

continued our collaboration with OSF’s Justice

secured a reserve fund request in 2019 in

Initiative (OSJI) and the Economic Justice

partnership with the OSF Public Health Program

Programme (EJP) to strengthen prosecutorial

(PHP) and the Open Society Initiative for East

accountability and independence. Launched in

Africa (OSIEA) to guard against the marketisation

2018 with the support of a reserve fund request,

and politicisation of universal healthcare (UHC) by

this intervention entails two key complementary

vested private and political interests. Both South

objectives:
(i) the establishment of a strategic

Africa and Kenya are being used as pilot sites with
NHI programmes currently underway. As part of

support and innovation unit to

this project, we worked with our health partners

provide technical support to the

to monitor the NHI public consultation process

National Directorate of Public

in 2019 and the legislative process pertaining to

Prosecutions (NDPP’s) office, and

policy proposals, including the National Health

(ii) support to pockets of civil society

Insurance (NHI) Bill and the Medical Schemes

organisations to foster and sustain

Amendment (MSA) Bill released in June 2018

prosecutorial reform efforts and

for public comment. In consolidating our NHI

ensure prosecutorial independence,

work, we held a roundtable on 18 June 2019 in

accountability, and effectiveness.

collaboration with the Public Health Program
(PHP). The event titled: Where to from here – The

The former is currently in full swing; the

road ahead! brought a variety of stakeholders

work with civil society gained momentum in

together to deliberate on the opportunities and

2019 with a series of discussions held with

challenges to meaningful implementation of

relevant sector partners to define priorities.

national health insurance in South Africa.
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WHAT IS THE GLOBAL GAG RULE?

Mitigating the effects of

Read more about this on the OSF website, here

the Trump GGR – In effort

The global gag rule (GGR) prohibits foreign non-

to mitigate the effects of

governmental organisations (NGOs) that receive United

the Global Gag Rule, OSF-

States global health assistance from providing legal abortion

SA in partnership with OSF’s

services or referrals, while also barring advocacy for abortion

Human Rights Initiative (HRI)

law reform – even if it’s done with the NGO’s own, or non-US

continued engagements

funds. The policy allows access to abortion only in extremely

in 2019 with the Centre for

limited conditions – in cases of rape, incest, or when a

Health and Gender Equity

woman’s life is at risk.

(CHANGE) in the US to support
South Africa-based grantees

President Ronald Reagan first enacted the global gag rule,

(notably: the Women’s Legal

also known as the Mexico City Policy, in 1984. Every president

Centre, SECTION27, and

since Reagan has decided whether to enact or revoke the

Sonke Gender Justice) to build

policy, making NGO funding vulnerable to political changes

awareness around the GGR

happening in the United States. The rule forces organisations
to choose whether to provide comprehensive sexual and
reproductive healthcare and education without US funding,
or comply with the policy in order to continue accepting US
funds.
In 2017, President Donald Trump’s Protecting Life in Global
Health Assistance policy expanded the global gag rule,
applying it to recipients of any US global health funding,
totalling an unprecedented $8.8 billion. This means that
everything from HIV and Aids programming and health
systems strengthening to programmes that support water,
sanitation, and hygiene are negatively impacted. In 2019, the
Trump administration announced a further expansion of the
implementation of the global gag rule, restricting “gagged”
organisations from funding groups that provide abortion
services and information, even though those organisations
don’t get any US aid. This means that organisations, donor
governments, and funders will be bound by a US government
policy, even if they do not accept any US government
funding.
This has far-ranging consequences for South Africans’ right
to make decisions about their bodies, including decisions
around their sexual and reproductive health.

and to reduce its impact. We
developed and submitted
a workplan to CHANGE and
held a series of discussions to
foster collaboration among the
implementing organisations.

LGBTQIA+ portfolio review
– In 2019, we finalised our
LGBTQIA+ portfolio review
which assessed how our
strategy can be adjusted
to respond strategically to
the current socio-political
and economic climate that
affects LGBTQIA+ people and
initiatives. Our new strategy
commits OSF-SA to supporting
at least two LGBTQIA+
organisations in each province,
and should support innovative
programmes to advance
protection, especially in
provinces that are hotspots for
crime and violence against the
LGBTQIA+ community.
14
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JER SPENDING BY SECTOR

8%

2%
14%

8%

Health rights
Socio-economic rights
Migrants, refugees and asylum seekers
Social movements

17%

10%

Education rights
Sex worker rights, LGBTQIA+
LENS
Rule of law

25%

16%

Migration and Xenophobia Dialogues
with the Africa Regional Office (AfRO)

Monitoring the Budget and South African
social expenditure – This has been a big part

– In response to violent xenophobic attacks

of OSF-SA grantees’ work over the past five

against non-nationals living in the inner cities

years. In 2019 we funded the Budget Justice

of Tshwane and Johannesburg in September

Coalition, which included Equal Education

2019, the JER program convened the sector

Law Centre (EELC), Equal Education (EE), the

on 4 October 2019 to deliberate on strategies

Rural Health Advocacy Project (RHAP), The

to address the scourge of violence against

Dullah Omar Institute (DOI), the Public Service

migrants, refugees and asylum seekers in

Accountability Monitor (PSAM), the Alternative

general. This event culminated in a follow-up

Information Development Centre (AIDC), and

conversation from 11-12 November 2019 in

Studies in Poverty and Inequality Institute

Dakar with our regional partners: AfRO, the

(SPII). The Coalition has been carrying out

Open Society Initiative for West Africa (OSIWA),

important budget advocacy and literacy work

and the Open Society Initiative for Southern

during this period.

Africa (OSISA) to consolidate our knowledge
on migration and xenophobia with a view to
develop a network approach to this problem.
The meeting was attended by five OSF-SA staff

THE WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE

including the new OSF-SA Executive Director,

In 2018, OSF approved a special program

and a guest contributor (Dr Ahmed Bugri) from

to promote women’s leadership within

Malta. The dialogue focused on uncovering

the social justice sector. This included

political and economic pressures that

establishing a New Executives Fund,

exacerbate xenophobic violence, unpacking

aimed at supporting our grantees in

the intersectionality of intra-African migration,

leadership transition and encouraging the

economic trade, freedom of movement and

appointment of more women of colour in

diversity on the continent. The insights from

key leadership roles within the sector. OSF-

these engagements gave impetus for the

SA nominated five new women leaders,

consolidation of the current strategy which

with the award won by Nolundi Luwayo

seeks to tackle the multidimensional challenges

from the Land and Accountability Research

relating to migration and economic integration

Centre – an IEA grantee.

in South African and the region.
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LEGAL EMPOWERMENT
NETWORK STRATEGY (LENS)
The Community Advice Office (CAO) sector provides a critical
service to marginalised and impoverished people requiring legal
and other assistance and is an important cog in the access to
justice wheel in South Africa and an essential service for many
South Africans. Although LENS work was scheduled to conclude in
2019, work continues with the impact felt in the sector. During the
year, we focused on social enterprise training, measuring justice
and developing a case management system, and organisational
strengthening for the CAO sector.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
People’s Power Workshop – In March 2019, LENS hosted

Social Enterprises

a workshop which focused on access to justice and legal

– Discussions about

empowerment. The workshop, held in Johannesburg,

sustainability of the CAO

was attended by 60 participants from CAOs, donors and

sector led OSF-SA to fund a

intermediaries across the country. The objective of the workshop

module on social enterprise

was to review efforts by grantees and other partners on the

at the Dullah Omar School

recognition and sustainability of Community Advice Offices.

for Paralegalism. A number

After the workshop, OSF-SA provided a grant to the Foundation

of CAOs were also trained

for Human Rights to advance activities aimed at the formal

and mentored by the Social

recognition and regulation of CAOs.

Enterprise Academy to
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explore innovative financing to support their
programmes. At the end of 2019, efforts were
being made to get buy-in from Local Economic
Development officers within municipalities
for support and joint ventures that could help
boost the rural economy (this process is still in
its infancy stages).

World Justice Forum Conference – In 2019,
ten participants from different grantees
involved in access to justice were supported
by OSF-SA to attend the World Justice Forum
Conference in the Netherlands. The conference
helped our grantees to reinforce professional
networks as well as realigning some of our work
around advancing access to justice with the
work of our civil society partners.

Legal Empowerment Leadership Course –
OSF-SA was pleased to support the attendance
of two participants to the Legal Empowerment
Leadership course in Budapest. The course
strengthened the ability of organisations to
work with grassroots partners, and created
linkages for our grantees to share and
learn from other partners involved in legal
empowerment in other countries – such as
with Namati, an international movement of
community paralegals, which seeks to develop
a strong, evidence-based legal empowerment
and primary justice services movement globally.
OSF-SA also supported university law clinics
and social justice movements which led to an
increase in activities aimed at improving access
to justice for marginalised groups.

Bachelor of Paralegal Studies at CPUT –
OSF-SA helped to establish a scholarship for the
first cohort of community-based paralegals to
be admitted to the Cape Town University of
Technology’s bachelor's degree in paralegalism,
which is planned for the 2021 academic year.
17
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RESEARCH &
ADVOCACY UNIT (RAU)
RAU is an operational programme within OSF-SA that seeks to complement our grant making
activities and enhance other work being undertaken by South Africa civil society organisations. In
2019, RAU focused on two portfolios – promoting extractive sector transparency and
accountability and safeguarding the state capacity and neutrality. We also began working on new
concepts around economic inclusion and violence against women and children.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
Violence Against Women and Children – 2019 saw the

transparency and inclusivity.

introduction of our Violence Against Women and Children (VAWC)

For more information on the

research project. Following countrywide protests against GBV

colloquium, please see our

during 2018, OSF-SA saw fit to investigate the opportunities for us

report on this convening,

to provide strategic support to this sector. We conducted initial

here. This convening

desktop research, interviews, and stakeholder engagements to

also helped to shape our

develop a clear assessment of the opportunities for building a

grant making strategy for

movement for sustained activism around VAWC between April and

2020, which will focus on

July 2019. In November 2019 we held a colloquium on VAWC,

supporting research and

inviting civil society organisations, government departments,

mobilisation to address gaps

Chapter 9 institutions, research institutions, and the media to

in the response to VAWC,

present our research, identify sectoral gaps, and identify the

and support for building

barriers and opportunities to building a movement. The colloquium

a stronger civil society

was well-attended, and it brought to the fore serious concerns

movement to drive action and

around government’s approach to the development of a National

participate meaningfully in

Strategic Plan on Gender-Based Violence and concerns around

policy formulation processes.
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Breakaway conversations during the Violence Against Women and Children colloquium

Safeguarding the State – (In)Capacity and Neutrality – In his

key state institutions including reconstituting a specialised

Promoting genuine
and inclusive economic
advancement for the
economically excluded –

investigative directorate to deal with serious corruption and

RAU participated in the Land

associated offences, located within the NPA; re-establishing the

Redistribution Conference

National Security Council, chaired by the President; and the split

in February 2019 organised

of South African power utility ESKOM. These announcements

by the Institute for Poverty,

showed some commitment to improving governance,

Land, and Agrarian Studies

strengthening leadership and restoring stability in strategic

(PLAAS), Fort Hare University

entities.

and Rhodes University. The

2019 State of the Nation Address (SONA), President Ramaphosa
made key announcements around the reconfiguration of

Addressing outside influence – Responding to concerns around

ongoing legislative process in
Parliament around the Land

the growing geopolitical and foreign policy pressures that can

Expropriation Bill presented an

threaten national democratic interests, specifically foreign political

opportunity for civil society to

influence over infrastructure projects, OSF-SA approached the

proactively participate in the

Centre for Complex Systems in Transition at the University of

policy formulation process.

Stellenbosch to undertake a project entitled ‘Strengthening South

As a result, RAU supported

Africa’s response to geopolitical and foreign policy pressures.’ This

a project by PLAAS to scale

two-part project will take two years and will expand on the Betrayal

up the dissemination of the

of The Promise report on state capture, and execute a new body of

High-Level Plan report to

work aimed at monitoring and assessing certain countries’
geopolitical strategy and influence over South Africa’s foreign
policy decisions.

popularise the findings and
encourage public participation
in the discussion around land
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redistribution; to scale up work on land reform;
and to strengthen a civil society response to
land redistribution to encompass access to land
for social and ecological functions.
In addition, the Economic Justice Program
(EJP) in partnership with OSF-SA began the
process of undertaking an applied study on
the legacy of the Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment (BBBEE) programme in South
Africa to assess the initiative’s socio-political
and economic outcomes and impact over the

RAU SPENDING BY SECTOR

past two decades and to draw evidence-based
lessons from BBBEE to inform the current public
debate on ways to decrease the concentration
of capital and assets and increase economic

20%

opportunities for disadvantaged populations in
South Africa. It will also explore opportunities

40%

to harness key learnings, insights and
recommendations from South Africa in other
geographies and contexts.

Extractives – In partnership with the Open
Society Initiative for Southern Africa (OSISA)
and the Open Society Initiative for East Africa

40%

(OSIEA), OSF-SA supported the start of a
24-month study on AngloGold Ashanti’s human
rights record in southern, west, and east Africa.

Supporting human rights defenders – We

Democratic Practice
Economic Inclusion
Extractives Sector Transparency and Accountability

worked with the IEA team to support the launch
of the HRD Fund. This work follows from RAU’s
support to whistle-blowers since 2018. Support
was granted to the Amadiba Crisis Committee.
The anti-mining activists routinely face threats
of violence, intimidation and even death during
the course of their work and as a result of
their activism.
20
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM OSF-SA’S
2019 ELECTIONS PROJECT

8 May 2019 : Voters queue at Sizamile Old Age Home, one of the voting stations in Langa, Cape Town. The home was servicing the elders living
there and residents between zone 15 - 23.
Photo by Andiswa Mkosi, courtesy of Market Photo Workshop

6th March 2019 Damaseku Zion Church
members, await other church members
at the MTN taxi rank, Johannesburg,
before driving out to Alexandra for a
sermon.
Photo by Andiswa Mkosi, courtesy of
Market Photo Workshop
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7 May 2019. An elderly woman in Orlando
West, Soweto, votes in a special election a
day before the polls open for all citizens.

Photo by Simphiwe Caluza, courtesy of
Market Photo Workshop

5 May 2019. ANC President Cyril
Ramaphosa stands alongside party
Secretary General Ace Magashule during
the singing of the national anthem at the
ANC’s final election rally before the 2019
South African General Elections. Ellis Park
Stadium, Johannesburg.
Photo by James Puttick, courtesy of
Market Photo Workshop

Democratic Alliance leader
Mmusi Maimane speaking at the
party’s last electoral meeting
before the general elections.
Dobsonville Stadium, 4 May 2019.

Photo by Thando Nondywana,
courtesy of Market Photo
Workshop
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Images showcasing their elections
work courtesy of the Children’s Radio
Foundation.
Photo by Sydelle Willow Smith
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SUMMARY OF 2019 GRANTS
GRANTEE

AMOUNT APPROVED (ZAR)

PERIOD

Afesis-corplan

750 000

12 months

Africa Check

900 000

12 months

African Centre for Migration
& Society – University of the
Witwatersrand

1 450 000

24 months

Amabhungane Centre for
Investigative Journalism

3 000 000

24 months

Amadiba Crisis Committee

1 000 000

12 months

Amandla.mobi

1 000 000

12 months

Asiye Etafuleni

1 000 000

24 months

Black Sash Trust

1 100 000

12 months

Black Stripe Media

1 000 000

12 months

Casual Workers’ Advice Office

1 000 000

19 months

Centre for Applied Legal Studies
– University of the Witwatersrand

2 100 000

24 months

Centre for the Advancement of
Community Advice Offices in
South Africa

1 000 000

12 months

Centre for Complex Systems
in Transition

3 000 000

12 months

Centre for Environmental Rights

3 100 000

24 months

Children’s Radio Foundation

750 000

12 months

Consortium for Refugees and
Migrants in South Africa

600 000

12 months

Corruption Watch

1 500 000

12 months

Democracy Works Foundation

1 000 000

12 months

800 000

12 months

Equal Education

5 500 000

12 months

Equal Education Law Centre

1 000 000

12 months

Gay and Lesbian Network

1 000 000

12 months

Health-E News

1 600 000

12 months

270 000

19 months

1 000 000

24 months

Democratic Governance and
Rights Unit – University of
Cape Town

Hugh Masekela Foundation
Inkululeko South Africa Media
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GRANTEE

AMOUNT APPROVED (ZAR)

Institute for African Alternatives

1 000 000

24 months

Institute for Poverty, Land and
Agrarian Studies – University of
the Western Cape

2 000 000

12 months

800 000

12 months

Land and Accountability
Research Centre

1 000 000

12 months

Lawyers for Human Rights

2 000 000

12 months

My Vote Counts

750 000

12 months

Ndifuna Ukwazi

800 000

12 months

Open Secrets

800 000

12 months

Open Up

800 000

12 months

OUT LGBT Wellbeing

1 000 000

12 months

Oxfam South Africa

1 000 000

13 months

Parliamentary Monitoring Group

1 000 000

12 months

Planact

1 600 000

24 months

Public Affairs Research Institute

1 800 000

18 months

Public Sector Accountability
Monitor – Rhodes University

3 000 000

24 months

Radio Academy & Wits Justice
Project – University of the
Witwatersrand

1 500 000

12 months

Refugee Rights Centre – Nelson
Mandela University

2 000 000

24 months

120 000

6 months

Right2Protest

1 000 000

12 months

Right2Know Campaign

1 270 000

12 months

Rural Health Advocacy Project

3 145 000

24 months

Section27

2 400 000

12 months

Sex Workers Education Advocacy
Taskforce

3 200 000

12 months

Social Justice Coalition

1 200 000

12 months

Socio-Economic Rights Institute

2 000 000

24 months

Sonke Gender Justice

2 000 000

12 months

Stellenbosch Legal Aid Clinic –
Stellenbosch University

1 200 000

24 months

Triangle Project

1 280 000

12 months

Women’s Legal Centre

1 000 000

12 months

Institute for Security Studies

Rhodes University: School of
Journalism and Media Studies

PERIOD
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OSF-SA ABRIDGED AFS 2019
Statement of financial position as at 31 December 2019
RANDS 2019

RANDS 2018

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

22 629 990

24 346 586

Property and equipment

22 629 990

23 645 697

0

700 889

CURRENT ASSETS

62 571 719

95 137 948

Accounts receivable

36 999 465

58 968 042

36 532

25 596

25 535 722

36 144 310

85 201 709

119 484 534

CURRENT LIABILITIES

55 558 163

90 995 337

Accounts payable

16 022 567

25 107 919

Grants payable

39 125 000

64 980 000

56 078

534 518

354 518

372 900

1 000 000

600 000

Funds and reserves

28 643 546

27 889 197

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

85 201 709

119 484 534

ASSETS

Intangible assets

Prepayments
Cash and cash equivalents

TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

Accruals
Provisions

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Grants payable
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Statement of comprehensive income for the year ended 31 December 2019
RANDS 2019

RANDS 2018

115 228 813

144 764 388

EXPENSES

(117 022 134)

(156 558 402)

Programme

(86 930 000)

(122 600 500)

(30 092 134)

(33 957 902)

(1 793 321)

(11 794 014)

2 547 670

1 703 181

Interest Income

1 470 796

2 097 751

Foreign exchange gain/(loss)

1 074 757

(394 570)

2 117

0

754 349

(10 090 833)

754 349

(10 090 833)

CONTRIBUTION INCOME
Income

Administrative

SURPLUS OF CONTRIBUTION INCOME
OVER EXPENSES BEFORE OTHER INCOME

OTHER (LOSS)/INCOME

Other income

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR
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Statement of changes in funds for the year ended 31 December 2019

FUNDS & RESERVES
RANDS
Balance at 1 January 2018

37 980 030

Total comprehensive deficit for the year

-10 090 833

Balance at 31 December 2018

27 889 197

Balance at 1 January 2019

27 889 197

Total comprehensive income for the year
Balance at 31 December 2019

754 349
28 643 546
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Statement of cash flows for the year ended 31 December 2019
RANDS 2019

RANDS 2018

754 349

-10 090 833

-11 247 166

23 525 524

Depreciation and amortization

1 326 306

1 100 376

Foreign exchange (gain)/loss

-1 074 757

394 570

506 062

246 155

23 530 981

29 718 016

- 10 936

2 121 237

-9 572 999

-17 568 695

-25 455 000

6 942 436

- 478 441

531 383

- 18 382

40 046

-10 492 817

13 434 691

- 115 774

-7 375 003

0

- 754 831

- 115 774

-8 129 834

-10 608 591

5 304 857

36 144 310

30 839 453

25 535 722

36 144 310

Surplus/(deficit) for the year

ADJUSTMENTS TO RECONCILE SURPLUS
FOR THE YEAR TO NET CASH INFLOW
FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Loss on disposal of assets
Changes in working capital:
Trade and other receivables
Prepayments
Trade and other payables
Grants payable
Accruals
Provisions
NET CASH INFLOW FROM OPERATING
ACTIVITIES

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of plant and equipment
Acquisition of intangible assets
Net cash outflow from investing activities

Net cash (decrease)/increase for the year
Cash & cash equivalents at beginning of year
CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR
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OSF-SA BOARD &
STAFF BIOGRAPHIES
Yasmin Carrim – Chairperson
(Outgoing)
Yasmin has a background of diverse experience
and skills. She has a science degree, a legal
degree, and a commerce qualification. She has
worked as an activist, a lawyer, a teacher, and in
business. An attorney by profession, Yasmin is a
founding trustee of the Women’s Legal Centre.
She has maintained her participation in human
rights and development issues through her
involvement in non-governmental organisations.
In 2017, she served on the Board of the Soul
City Institute for Social Justice. Yasmin has also
co-edited a handbook on telecommunications
regulation in South Africa.

Mandla Langa
Mandla is an activist who went into exile
after being arrested in 1976. In 1980, he was
the winner of a Drum magazine short story
competition, which marked the beginning of a
long and distinguished writing career. His works
include Tenderness of Blood (1987), A Rainbow
on a Paper Sky (1989), The Naked Song and
Other Stories (1997) and The Memory of Stones
(2000). Mandla’s writing career encompasses
scriptwriting and journalism and he has served
as a cultural representative in the UK and
western Europe. Mandla sits on numerous
boards. He is the chairperson of MultiChoice

Africa, a trustee of the Nation’s Trust, Read
Educational Trust and the South African
Screenwriters’ Laboratory.

Fazela Mahomed
Fazela has extensive Parliamentary and
Legislative Sector experience. In 1994, Fazela
was appointed as Head of Administration
and Finance for the Constitutional Assembly,
where she helped establish the first non-racial
administration in South Africa’s democracy. She
then joined Parliament, where she served as the
Registrar of Members’ Interests for 19 years. In
addition to her role of Registrar, Fazela managed
large project teams, including coordinating
the work of the Independent Panel for the
Assessment of (the South African) Parliament.
Fazela was Joint Coordinator for the African Peer
Review Mechanism, which was undertaken by
Parliament. For this she developed the public
participation process to obtain public testimony
for the peer review process. After her departure
from Parliament in 2016, Fazela was appointed
as Integrity Commissioner to the North West
Provincial Legislature (part-time). She also
consults on an ad-hoc basis for The Ethics
Institute South Africa to train municipalities and
ethics committees. Fazela has a keen interest
in public sector ethics, governance, anticorruption, and public participation.
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Prof Mary Metcalfe

as a Structured Financier focusing on property

Mary is an academic and education expert. She

finance. She has concluded transactions in

served in government in different capacities

various sectors, including health, property,

from 1994 to 2005. She is a Visiting Adjunct

telecoms, and alternative fuel. She has also

Professor at the School of Governance at the

worked as a financial advisor on transactions in

University of the Witwatersrand. Mary previously

the maritime, transport and logistics, property,

served the OSF Education Support Program’s

information and communication technology

(ESP) Advisory Board as a member and then

and power sectors. Lindiwe is a Non-Executive

later as its Chairperson. Between 2015 and 2017,

Director of a number of listed and private

she led a team piloting-at-scale in 1 200 schools

companies.

in KwaZulu-Natal a model for the improvement
of the education system.

Nkateko Nyoka
(Deputy Chairperson since August 2019)

Mary-Jane Morifi

Nkateko is the Chief Officer: Legal and

Chairperson (Incoming)

Regulatory of Vodacom Group Limited. Prior

Deputy Chairperson (January–August 2019)

to joining Vodacom, he held several positions

Mary-Jane is currently the Chief Corporate

at the MTN Group and also served as the

Affairs and Sustainability Officer at Tiger

CEO of the Independent Communications

Brands Limited. Prior to this, she led the Global

Authority of South Africa (ICASA), where he

Capital Campaign to raise the extensive funds

played a vital role in facilitating regulations that

required to build, equip and staff the Nelson

enabled competition in the communications

Mandela Children’s Hospital. Mary-Jane’s

sector. Prior to this, he also served as Deputy

career has spanned more than 20 years. She

Director General, Department of Water Affairs

has held leadership positions at a number

and Forestry (DWAF). Nkateko received his

of multinational companies in South Africa

undergraduate degree from the University of

and abroad and has served on the Boards

the Witwatersrand, and graduate degrees from

of a number of not-for-profit organisations,

both Harvard University and the University of

including the Black Sash Trust, where she is the

the Witwatersrand.

Deputy Chairperson.

Kasthuri Soni
Lindiwe Mthimunye-Bakoro –

Audit Committee Chairperson (Incoming)

Audit Committee Chairperson (Outgoing)

Kasthuri is a qualified Chartered Accountant and

Lindiwe is a qualified Chartered Accountant with

has held several leadership positions in her career.

extensive experience in financial management

Over the last 20 years she gained professional

and governance. She started her merchant

experience in a broad range of skills, including

banking career in 1999 with Rand Merchant Bank

strategy development and implementation,
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change management, business start-up and

2014 to 2016 – after a one-year stint as Senior

incubation, financial management, business

Associate Editor at the Financial Mail. The first 8

modelling, audit, policy development, resource

years of Songezo’s working life were spent with

mobilisation, funder management, finance

Volkswagen South Africa where he later became

and funding strategy, project and operational

Public Relations Manager. He joined Xstrata plc’s

management, stakeholder engagement,

South African subsidiary in 2006 where he initially

human resources and talent management,

served as Communications Manager and later

mentoring and coaching, governance and risk

Executive Manager: Xstrata South Africa. He was

management. Kasthuri spent 10 years at Deloitte,

also a member of the Executive Committee and

where she focused on the provision of audit

the Social, Ethics and Transformation Committee

and advisory services to international funders,

of the Xstrata South Africa Board. Songezo served

social investment initiatives and development

on the executive committee of the National

projects. She then became CEO of The Soul City

Business Initiative (NBI) between 2011 and 2013

Institute, one of South Africa’s largest health and

and is currently on the Board of the Centre for

development non-governmental organisations

Development and Enterprise (CDE), a research

promoting social justice for young women and

think tank based in Johannesburg.

girls. She is currently the Chief Financial Officer
at Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator,
an organisation that facilitates inclusive youth
employment by partnering with over 300 South
African employers to transition unemployed
youth into the economy. Kasthuri also holds
directorships on numerous boards.

Songezo Zibi
Songezo is currently the Head of Corporate
Relations & Communication at Absa Group
Limited, a pan-African financial services and
banking group based in Johannesburg. He is a
skilled communicator and writer, and periodically
contributes to national discourse through various
news and public platforms. Prior to joining Absa,
he was Editor of Business Day newspaper – from
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STAFF
EXECUTIVE

Althea Adonis
Althea is an Executive Assistant at OSF-SA,

Bulelwa Ngewana

reporting to the ED. She has 14 years of prior

Executive Director

experience in this role. Althea completed a

(Appointed November 2019)

Business Administration degree focusing on

Bulelwa has extensive expertise in community

public administration and economics at the

engagement along with a passion for social

University of the Western Cape.

justice. Her experience includes leadership
positions at the Bertha Centre for Social
Innovation and Entrepreneurship, the

FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

Philippi Strategy Project, and the Cape Town

Andrea Fortuin

Partnership, a public-private organisation set

(Head of Finance since December 2019)

up to ensure that Cape Town has an inclusive,

Andrea completed her audit and accounting

vibrant, and sustainable central city that

training at Mazars Moores Rowland in 2009,

reflects a common identity for all its people.

after which she joined the Laser Transport

Bulelwa holds a master’s degree in Town

Group as an Assistant Accountant. In April

and Regional Planning from the University of

2013, Andrea joined the Cape Town Partnership

Kwazulu-Natal.

where she was responsible for the full finance,

Fatima Hassan
Executive Director
(until end June 2019)
Fatima had been the Executive Director of OSFSA from June 2013. A human rights lawyer and
social justice activist, she has spent her career

administration and HR functions. Andrea holds
a Bachelor of Accounting Science degree from
the University of South Africa and is in the
process of completing an Advanced Diploma in
Accounting Science to qualify as a CA(SA).

Monica Zifo

defending the rights of marginalised groups in

Monica provides support to the Finance team.

South Africa, especially people living with HIV

Prior to joining OSF-SA, she worked as an intern

and AIDS. She was the lawyer for the Treatment

for the Western Cape Department of Economic

Action Campaign when based at the AIDS Law

Affairs, Agriculture, and Tourism. She has broad

Project. Previously, she clerked at the South

experience working with financial management

African Constitutional Court with Justice Kate

systems. Monica holds a bachelor’s degree

O’Regan, and served as a Special Adviser in the

in administration from the University of the

Health and Public Enterprises Ministries under

Western Cape and has completed various skills

Minister Barbara Hogan. She holds a BA and

development short courses.

LLB from the University of the Witwatersrand
and an LLM from Duke University.
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Jacquiline Wadi

Sciences degree, majoring in organisational

Jacquiline is responsible for the management

psychology and industrial sociology, as well as

and coordination of office services. Before

a BCom honours degree specialising in training

joining OSF-SA, she worked for various

evaluation from the University of Cape Town.

organisations, and has over ten years’

Before joining OSF-SA, Abigail worked in the

experience in the field of administration,

marketing research and consulting space. She

customer service, marketing, travel, and

has over nine years’ experience as a generalist

logistics. Jacquiline has completed a project

in the human resources field. She is passionate

administration course through the University of

about assisting teams to grow and develop

Cape Town and is currently engaged in property

personally as well as professionally.

management studies.

Bridget Sellick
Govonne Moss (Until July 2019)

Bridget is the Human Resources Manager

Govonne was the Finance Manager. She

responsible for all of the people processes as

completed her CA (SA) training at an

well as payroll and benefits administration within

accounting firm, after which she worked at

OSF-SA. She has extensive human resources

a non-governmental organisation as an

and organisational development experience

Assistant Accountant involved with drafting

and has worked for several large, multinational

and monitoring programme budgets,

organisations in South Africa, with regional

reporting to multiple donors on the financial

responsibility including the Middle East and

status of the organisation’s programmes,

Africa. Before joining OSF-SA, she worked as

managing the audit process and maintaining

an HR/organisational development consultant

statutory accounting records. Govonne holds

and coach with both private and corporate

a Bachelor of Accounting honours degree

clients across various industries. Bridget has

from the University of South Africa.

an HR management degree and is certified at
Professional Coach level with the International

Evert du Plessis
Evert is the Grants and Finance Analyst. He
has experience as an entrepreneur as well
as extensive corporate experience as both
a financial manager and group financial
manager. Evert holds a Bachelor of Commerce
(BCom) degree with an accounting and
computer science focus as well as an honours

Coaching Federation.

PROGRAMMES
Information, Expression and
Accountability Programme
Akiedah Mohamed

degree in accounting from the University of

Akiedah is a Senior Programme Officer in the

Cape Town.

IEA Programme. She is a filmmaker and focuses

HUMAN RESOURCES

on using the medium to explore issues of social
justice and themes of freedom in human society.
Before joining OSF-SA, Akiedah facilitated the

Abigail Louw (Until July 2019)

training of working journalists and communicators

Abigail was the Human Resources (HR) Manager.

at the Institute for the Advancement of

She graduated with a Bachelor of Social

Journalism. Here, she was involved in topical
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seminars dealing with social issues, such

Researcher to Justice Johan Froneman at the

as freedom of expression in the media, and

Constitutional Court of South Africa.

exploring how media practitioners can use their
skills to shape and direct the race dialogue post-

Khanyisile Ntsenge (until July 2019)

apartheid. She has a BA in religious traditions

Khanyisile was the Legal Empowerment

from the University of Cape Town and completed

Shared Framework Coordinator. Before joining

the Film Lab Screenwriting programme at the

OSF-SA she worked at the National Alliance

Maurits Binger Institute in Amsterdam.

for the Development of Community Advice
Offices (NADCAO) where she held the position

Alan Wallis (Until October 2019)

of Research and Knowledge Management

Alan was the Programme Manager for the IEA

Officer. Prior to that, in her efforts to connect

Programme. He is a human rights lawyer and

to grassroots work on women empowerment

has been involved in human rights litigation and

and human rights, Khanyisile took on the role

advocacy in a variety of contexts in southern

of Monitoring, Evaluation and Knowledge

Africa. Alan holds an LLB and post-graduate

Manager at Project Empower. She completed

diploma in environmental law focusing on

her Bachelor of Arts degree at the University

sustainable development and mining from

of the Witwatersrand, where she majored in

the University of Cape Town, and an LLM in

anthropology, organisational psychology, and

international law and human rights from the

general psychology and went on to obtain an

University of Michigan, where he held the

honours degree in demography and population

Ismail Mohammed Human Rights Fellowship

studies and a postgraduate certificate in project

and Grotius Scholarship. On completion of

management from the same institution.

his studies in South Africa, Alan clerked at
the Constitutional Court of South Africa. Prior
to joining OSF-SA, he was a lawyer with the
Southern Africa Litigation Centre.

Johnlyn van Reenen
Johnlyn van Reenen is a Programme Officer
within the IEA and LENS programmes. Over
the past twelve (12) years, she has acquired

Seadimo Tlale (Until April 2019)

extensive policy, campaigning, lobbying and

Seadimo was a Programme Officer for the

advocacy experience working in national,

IEA Programme. She uses law and media to

regional and international organisations,

advocate for radical social transformation

such as Oxfam in her role as Governance

and advance her passion for youth and black

Campaigner. Prior to joining OSF-SA she was an

women. She was the runner up on SABC 1’s One

independent consultant.

Day Leader 2, a mentor on the pilot season of
Future Leaders, and a host on Rise Talk Show.
Seadimo is also a professional chess player and
has represented her country internationally, as
well as an Allan Gray Fellow. After graduating
with an LLB (cum laude) from the University of
the Witwatersrand, Seadimo worked as a Law

Justice, Equality and Rights Programme
(JER)
Milly Pekeur-Potgieter
Milly is the JER Programme Manager. She has
over 20 years’ experience in the development
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sector. Qualifying as a social worker from the
University of the Western Cape provided her

Research and Advocacy Unit (RAU)

with the opportunity to live out her passion
in developing and building people’s capacity

Nkateko Chauke

through advocating for the rights of the most

Nkateko is the RAU Programme Manager. She is

vulnerable in society, and by utilising her skills

a human rights and social justice advocate and

and knowledge to impact positively on the

has been involved in social justice movements

lives of those she worked with. Her experience

over the past five years, advocating for the

ranges across different sectors, including

progressive realisation of human rights. Nkateko

government, NGOs, corporate, and the

has extensive experience in research and

philanthropic sector, which enables her to have

advocacy work on socio-economic rights. Prior

a broad understanding about a range of issues

to joining OSF-SA, she worked at the Studies

pertaining to the development sector and how

in Poverty and Inequality Institute where she

these impact ordinary citizens’ lives.

was a researcher and campaign coordinator,
working on social protection and extractives

Adam Andani

portfolios as potential catalysts for sustainable

Adam is a Senior Programme Officer within the

development in southern Africa. Nkateko has

JER programme. He is a social development

also worked at Mèdecins Sans Frontières/

professional by training and has extensive

Doctors Without Borders as a Liaison Officer.

experience in the NGO sector. Before joining

She holds a BA honours degree in political and

OSF-SA, Adam worked for Habitat for Humanity

international studies from Rhodes University.

SA as a Grants, Monitoring and Evaluation
Specialist. He holds a master’s degree in

Martha Hungwe

development studies and international

Martha Hungwe is a Senior Programme Officer

development management.

within RAU. Prior to joining OSF-SA, Martha
worked as a researcher at the Isandla Institute.

Mkhululi Mazula

Here, she was involved in domestic and

Mkhululi is a Senior Programme Officer within

international research on local government,

the JER Programme. He has worked in the field

focusing on decision-making processes and

of social justice for the past two decades. His

the allocation of public funds with a particular

involvement with urban and rural communities

interest in water and sanitation in informal

has always focused of socio-economic rights.

settlements and human settlements in the City

Over the years, Mkhululi has taken an interest

of Cape Town. Martha has a master’s degree

in issues of land and agrarian reform, as he

in economics from North West University and

believes these are key to finding innovative

is currently busy with a doctoral degree in

pathways to bolster rural economies. Mkhululi

commerce economics through UNISA.

is a passionate development practitioner and
holds a master’s degree in development studies

Glenise Levendal

from the Nelson Mandela University.

Glenise Levendal is a Senior Programme Officer
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within RAU. She has over 20 years’ experience

Margo Newman

working in the non-profit sector and grant

Margo is a Senior Grant Administrator. She has

making space (in South Africa, the southern

over 13 years’ experience working within the

African region and in various other countries

NGO sector and has worked for well-known

and regions). Specifically, her experience

organisations such as the Institute for Justice

lies in applying gender and human rights-

& Reconciliation, Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust,

based approaches to programme planning,

AIDS Legal Network, and the Rural Education

implementation, monitoring and reporting with

Access Programme in various capacities. Her

communities and partners in development.

work has focused on creating and managing

She believes that issues are connected and

systems via knowledge and information

interrelated and approaches social justice

management projects, event logistics, finance,

issues and projects from a feminist and

and administration. She holds a business

intersectionality framework.

communication, administration and secretarial
diploma and has completed numerous courses

Grant Support Unit (GSU)

ranging from monitoring and evaluation for

Charlene Nel

management.

Manager of the GSU, over the last 15 years,

organisations to records and digital content

Charlene has worked for various NGOs such as

Kaylene Jordaan

The DG Murray Trust, Rural Education Access

Kaylene is a Grant Administrator. She has

Programme, and more recently, the Allan Gray

worked in various organisations like Megafreight

Orbis Foundation. She has a keen interest in

and Shipping Line CMA CGM, where she

higher education and student support. Charlene

developed the administrative skills she utilises

firmly believes that given the opportunity

at OSF-SA.

and right circumstances, young people can
successfully contribute to the country and
impact South Africa’s growth. She holds
an honours degree in psychology from the
University of the Western Cape.
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General enquiries
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Telephone: +27-21-511 1679
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Howard Place,

Fax: +27-21-511 5058

Buitenkant Streets
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Email: admin@osfsa.org.za
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7430
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